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A micro-scale sound localization sensor is developed and studied in this thesis 

to address the fundamental challenge of miniaturizing sound localization systems.  

When miniaturizing a microphone array, there is a critical size limitation at which the 

array will be unable to localize the sound source in a discernible manner.  However, a 

solution to this dilemma came about when studying the hearing mechanisms of a 

particular fly, known as Ormia ochracea.  Background research into the hearing 

mechanisms of the fly found that it can accurately locate a sound source even though 

its eardrums are separated by a distance of only 500 μm.  The fly’s exceptional 

directional hearing capability has been linked to a distinct mechanical coupling 

between its two eardrums, which helps amplify minute directional cues.  Inspired by 

the remarkable hearing capabilities of the fly’s micro-scale ear, researchers have 

sought to develop micro-scale sensors to mimic the fly’s ear.  One limitation of 



  

simply imitating the fly’s ear is that the fly is only capable of localizing a sound 

source in one dimension.  In this thesis work, the knowledge gained from 

understanding the fly ear mechanism is applied to achieve the goal of developing a 

micro-scale sound localization sensor capable of sound source localization in two 

dimensions.  In this thesis, for the first time, micro-scale fly-ear inspired sensor 

devices employing three or four coupled membranes have been designed.  Reduced-

order models have been developed to achieve a fundamental understanding of the 

performance of each sensor design.  Furthermore, a micro-scale sensor device 

incorporating three mechanically coupled membranes arranged in an equilateral 

triangular configuration has been successfully developed.  Experimental study of the 

sensor device incorporated with a low coherence fiber optic interferometric detection 

system has suggested that the micro-scale fly-ear inspired sensor can achieve a much 

improved performance in terms of phase differences and directional sensitivities 

when compared to a similar sized microphone array constructed with separate 

microphones.  In addition, localization techniques have been developed to best use 

the fly-ear inspired sound localization sensors.  Future work is suggested to 

incorporate this sensor system with a fully autonomous robot to improve robot 

homing and navigation. 
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1 Introduction and Background 

1.1 Problem of Interest 
 

The purpose of sound source localization is to quickly locate and identify 

sound disturbances in a three-dimensional space. Sound source localization is usually 

achieved by using a directional microphone or a microphone array [1].  There are 

various potential applications for sound localization sensors including hearing aids, 

autonomous robot navigation, search and rescue vehicles, targeting systems, and 

gunshot localization.  In each of the previously mentioned applications, a miniature 

sensor design would be advantageous.  The reduced size can make the sensor device 

less cumbersome, light weight, portable, and more ergonomically friendly.  From a 

physics standpoint, a micro-scale design will be more advantageous than a large-scale 

design that suffers from the limitations of operating in the near field.  When a 

microphone array operates in the near field, the plane wave assumption for which the 

array was designed can no longer be applied [2].  The effects of the wave-front 

curvature in the near field skew the accuracy of the microphone array for effectively 

determining the location of the sound source.  However, a micro-scale design vastly 

overcomes the near-field effects by reducing the device size relative to the wave-front 

curvature [3].  Due to these benefits, current sensor developments have strived for 

reducing the size of sound localization sensors.   

Current sound localization techniques typically utilize an array of 

microphones deployed over a large spatial range [1].  By utilizing an array of 

microphones, the sound source can be localized by obtaining the time difference of 

arrival (TDOA) information from multiple pairs of microphones in the array.  The 
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TDOA refers to the time delay between a sound wave reaching two different 

microphones within the array.  By utilizing the TDOA information from multiple 

microphone pairs, the sound source location can be determined through the use of the 

triangulation method [4].  When relying on the TDOA information, a sufficient 

TDOA between the responses of the microphone pairs is necessary so that accurate 

sound localization can be achieved.  However, when the separation between 

microphones reduces to the micro-scale, the TDOA becomes almost 

indistinguishable, which prevents accurate localization of the sound source with the 

microphone array. This poses a fundamental challenge to the miniaturization of 

microphone arrays, which is to reduce the distance between microphone pairs without 

reducing the TDOA.   

This size constraint was the main obstacle preventing the development of 

accurate, micro-scale sound source localization sensors.   However, a biological 

solution to this problem was discovered by studying the hearing mechanisms of the 

fly Ormia ochracea.  This species of fly was found to be able to accurately locate a 

sound source with a resolution of 2º, even though its eardrums are separated by a 

distance of only 500 µm [5, 6].  At such a small scale, the sound pressure gradient 

between the two eardrums is so minute that it is almost impossible to detect with any 

current sensor.  However, after studying the hearing mechanisms of the fly, it was 

found that there is an intertympanal bridge connecting the two eardrums, which can 

help amplify the time delay at the mechanical response level [6-8].  Inspired by the 

fly’s phenomenal hearing mechanism, several research groups have studied and 

developed micro-scale sensors which mimic the fly’s hearing capabilities. 
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Even with the biological solution to the size constraint, the fly’s hearing 

system is only capable of providing one-dimensional information.  In order for the fly 

to localize a sound source in three-dimensional space, the fly must first fly around 

and gather directional information from multiple locations.  In this thesis work, the 

goal is to extend the fly-ear’s mechanical coupling mechanism to multiple dimensions 

and develop a fly-ear inspired micro-scale sensor for multi-dimensional sound source 

localization. 

1.2 Importance of Topic 
 

The overall objective of this thesis work is to design, develop, and study a 

micro-scale sensor for sound source localization in two dimensions described by the 

azimuth angle and the elevation angle.  By obtaining estimates of these two angles, 

the sensor can be used to identify the sound source direction in a three-dimensional 

space. 

This research offers an entirely new approach for sensor design and 

development practice via the seamless integration of biology-inspired solutions, 

mechanics modeling, micro-fabrication techniques, and optical detection strategies. 

Bio-inspired arrangements of compact sensors are developed and described. This 

work is expected to revolutionize sound localization systems, which currently rely on 

large-scale microphone arrays.  As a result, this work can have significant impact in 

areas such as health care (e.g., hearing aids), safety (e.g, search and rescue hearing 

robots), and defense (e.g., underwater acoustic sensor networks).  
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1.3 Previous Work 
 

There are many different techniques used for sound source localization.  

Typically, on the macro-scale, microphone arrays are used for accurate and effective 

sound source localization.  While on the micro-scale, there have been multiple 

designs meant to mimic the fly’s hearing capabilities; however, these designs are 

typically limited to one-dimensional sound source localization.   

 As previously mentioned, there is a plethora of applications for which a 

micro-scale sound localization sensor would be desirable.  Due to the significance of 

miniaturization, many researchers have sought a solution to the size limitation of 

microphone arrays.  This size limitation is correlated to the wavelength of the sound 

source.  When the distance between microphone pairs is scaled to a size smaller than 

that of the incident sound wavelength, the TDOA information becomes too 

insignificant to distinguish the location of the sound source.  Thus, the localization 

capability of the sound sensor is severely constrained by the device size relative to the 

sound wavelength. 

 Since such size limitations had been imposed upon the design of miniature 

pressure gradient sensors or directional microphones, researchers began to scour the 

natural world for a solution.  One case in particular stood out, which was the hearing 

capabilities of a specific species of fly, known as Ormia ochracea.  This species of 

fly was found to be capable of localizing a sound source with astonishing accuracy, 

even though the size of its hearing organs was below what was deemed feasibly 

possible.   
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Figure 1-2. Schematic of pressure gradient microphone [9]. 
 

 
 Based on a two-degree-of-freedom model [6], this pressure gradient 

microphone consists of a micro-machined rigid plate rotated about a compliant 

rotational hinge.  In the presence of a sound field, the pressure difference will cause 

the plate to rotate about the central pivot, rendering a rocking mode of the device, 

while the average sound pressure will cause both membranes to move in the same 

direction, inducing a translational or bending mode about the central pivot.  Since the 

translational mode causes both sides of the plate to oscillate in phase and thus 

produces zero relative time difference of arrival information, measures were taken to 

limit the effects of this translational mode.  To do so, the design of the microphone 

was developed in such a way that the natural frequency of the translation mode was 

intentionally selected at a much higher frequency than that of the rocking mode and 

the working frequency range of the device.  This was accomplished by using a 

reinforced plate, which does not experience substantial elastic deformations when 

subjected to sound pressure fields.  As a result of primarily utilizing the rocking mode 

of the device, the device was found to be very sensitive to minute pressure gradients.  
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However, such a device is also sensitive to the average sound pressure level and 

another omni-directional microphone has to be included as a reference to help 

differentiate the signal induced by the pressure gradient from that induced by the 

average sound pressure. Furthermore, later studies have found that an appropriate 

ratio of the natural frequencies has to be used in the fly ear structure to not only 

improve the amplification of the directional cues, but also to improve the directional 

sensitivity [10, 11].  As a consequence, this microphone does not fully capture the fly 

ear’s capabilities.  Overall, this pressure gradient microphone marked the 

development of one of the first micro-scale directional microphones meant to mimic 

the hearing capabilities of the fly.   

 Other groups have also proposed various device designs meant to mimic or 

utilize the knowledge gained from the fly’s ear.  One group in particular developed a 

sensor with a similar design to the previously mentioned pressure gradient 

microphone but used a different sensing mechanism.  While Miles and his coworkers 

utilized an optical interferometric detection method by using a diffraction grating and 

a vertical cavity surface emitting laser, Touse et al. developed a sensor that utilized 

capacitive comb drives as the sensing mechanism.  In Figure 1-3, a photograph of the 

sensor and a scanning electron microscope image of the incorporated sensing 

mechanism are shown. 

 Even though the capacitive comb drive system was found to add additional 

damping to the system, this sensor system has been found to be able to detect the 

incident angle of the sound source in one dimension.   
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Figure 1-3. Directional microphone featuring a capacitive comb finger sensing mechanism [12]. 
 
This work shows that the implementation of a sensing technique can affect the 

response differences, which needs to be considered at the design stage of the sensor 

system.  

 In another work, Ando et al. proposed a unique design which was originally 

developed based on a circular disk that was centrally supported on a gimbal [13, 14].  

This work later evolved into a centrally supported four membrane system, which can 

be seen in Figure 1-4.  This work was only able to show one-dimensional sound 

source localization. However, the design has the potential to realize two-dimensional 

sound source localization.  One major limitation of this work is that implementation 

of a sensing technique has not clearly been identified.  The reported results were 

obtained by using a large-scale vibrometer, which limits its applicability for 

implementation in small-scale systems.  Although this work has great potential, 

further developments must still be made before implementation of this sensor system.   
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Understanding this can help develop a new class of micro-scale directional 

microphones that can fully capture the fly's hearing mechanisms. Both large-scale and 

micro-scale bio-inspired directional microphones with two mechanically coupled 

diaphragms have been developed, which can perform sound source localization in one 

dimension based on azimuth angles [10, 11].  In Figure 1-5 the sensors developed in 

the group’s previous work are shown.  A fiber optic Fabry-Perot interferometeric 

sensing mechanism has also been incorporated into the design to detect the minute 

deflections of the membranes.  The knowledge gained from the two membrane 

system can be applied to the development of a multi-dimensional sound source 

localization sensor. 

 Extending upon the previous developments for the one dimensional sound 

source localization sensor, the current work to be discussed in this thesis presents the 

development of a multi-dimensional sound source localization sensor.  Endowed with 

the bio-inspired mechanical coupling mechanism, great amplification in both the 

directional cues and directional sensitivity can be obtained with such a sensor device. 

As a result, this sensor can achieve a performance comparable to that of a 

conventional large-scale microphone array, while being designed on a much smaller 

scale. 

1.4 Objectives and Scope of Thesis Work 
 
 The overall goal of this thesis work is to design, develop, and study a novel 

micro-scale sound localization sensor system for two-dimensional sound source 

localization.  Specific objectives are summarized as follows: 
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 Investigate multiple design configurations and sensing mechanisms 

 Develop reduced-order dynamical models for various sensor designs 

 Conduct feasibility study to select the appropriate sensor designs 

 Carry out a parametric study to understand the effects of the design 

parameters 

 Develop the sensor system based on the selected sensor design 

 Carry out experimental study of the sensor system and achieve an 

understanding of the sensor performance 

 Study sound localization techniques with the fly-ear inspired multi-

dimensional sound localization sensor 

1.5 Thesis Organization 
 
 Following this introduction, in Chapter 2 the author introduces investigation 

of various sensor designs, in which different design configurations are modeled and 

compared.  A finalized sensor design is selected for further study.  In Chapter 3, 

parametric studies that have been conducted to fully understand effects the design 

parameters on the performance of the sensor device are presented.  In Chapter 4, the 

development of the sensor system is discussed, which includes sensor device 

fabrication, assembly of sensor device components, and integration of sensor device 

with optical detection systems.   Sensing techniques for accurate detection of the 

membrane deflections are also discussed.  In Chapter 5, an experimental study of the 

sensor system is described and the experimental results are presented and compared 

with those obtained through simulations.  In Chapter 7, a localization scheme is 
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described for utilizing the devices for two-dimensional sound source localization.  In 

Chapter 8, conclusions and suggestions for future work are discussed. 
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2 Sensor Design and Modeling 

2.1 Introduction 
 

A good point of reference for designing a micro-scale sound localization 

sensor is the hearing organ of the fly, Ormia ochracea.  The fly’s directional hearing 

is achieved by using two tympanal membranes, an intertympanal bridge, apodemes 

which are used to connect the tympanal pits to the sensory organs, and the sensory 

organs [7].  The tympanal membranes can be correlated to microphone membranes, 

which oscillate due to the incoming sound waves. Since the two membranes are so 

close to each other, only 500 µm apart, the directional cues (such as interaural time 

difference (ITD) and interaural intensity difference (IID)) needed for directional 

hearing and sound source localization is minute and difficult to process.  An 

intertympanal bridge connecting the two membranes was found to help amplify the 

directional cues so that ITD and IID at the mechanical response level can be sufficient 

for the fly to determine the direction of the sound source in a planar field.  Note that 

the fly ear can only be used to locate a source direction in one-dimensional space.  To 

pinpoint the exact location of the sound source in a three-dimensional space, the 

Ormia ochracea must first fly around until it collects enough sensory information to 

determine the exact direction of the sound source. 

The following sections in this chapter will discuss how the fly-ear inspired 

techniques can be used for designing a fly-ear inspired multi-dimensional sound 

source localization device.  Different designs and the corresponding reduced-order 

models will be detailed.  
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2.2.2 Reduced-order model for a two-membrane system 
 

To further analyze a two-membrane system and derive the associated 

equations of motion, a reduced-order model is used and the design is represented as a 

system of springs, masses, and dampers.  For the fly ear, the two tympanal 

membranes are considered as the two masses in the system.  Each mass is connected 

to a fixed surface through the use of a spring and a damper, which characterizes the 

material properties of the diaphragms.  The intertympanal bridge connecting the two 

tympanal membranes is represented by using a torsion spring and a damper, 

connecting the two masses about a central pivot.  In Figure 2-2, the two-degree-of-

freedom model of the fly ear, which has been developed previously, is shown [7]. 

 
Figure 2-2. Reduced-order model of the two membrane system [7]. 
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Based on this model, the governing equations can be obtained as the 

following: 

                                           (2.1) 
In Equation (2.1), 

                                                         (2.2) 
 

                                                (2.3) 
 

and                                              (2.4) 
 

 The forcing term can be derived by taking into account the sound pressure 

gradient at each membrane, which can be written as 

                                           (2.5) 
 
Here, a is the area of the membrane, p0  is the initial pressure, ω is the excitation 

frequency, d is the separation distance between the membrane’s center and the center 

of the device, and v is the sound speed. 

 From the governing equation, the natural frequencies can be obtained as 

                                   (2.6) 
 
The first natural frequency corresponds to the rocking mode of the device, in which 

one membrane will oscillate 180º out of phase with respect to the other.  The second 

natural frequency corresponds to the bending mode of the device in which the two 

membranes will oscillate in phase. 

 By using an approach different from the literature, here, modal analysis is 

used to obtain the analytical solutions of the directional cues in terms of the 
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mechanical interaural phase difference (mIPD).  Since it is a dimensionless measure 

that is independent of the sound wavelength and sound speed, the phase difference is 

chosen for further study in this thesis.  The mIPD is found to be 

                                                     (2.7) 
where 

                                                         (2.8) 
 

           (2.9) 
 
Here, the non-dimensional parameter Ω is the frequency ratio between the excitation 

frequency (ω) and the first natural frequency of the system (ω1),  is the natural ratio 

between the bending mode natural frequency and the rocking mode natural frequency, 

and γ is the ratio between the damping factors ξ1 and ξ2.  Note that using these non-

dimension parameters can help study the device performance regardless of scale.   

In a previous study [10], it has been pointed out that the fly ear makes use of a 

combination of the rocking and bending modes to obtain appropriate amplification of 

the directional cues without sacrificing the directional sensitivity, which is the change 

in phase difference with respect to the change in the incident angle.  For a fly-ear 

sized structure with two coupled membranes, if ηis too small (close to 1), the 

mechanical coupling becomes too weak to render enough amplification of the 

directional cues.  On the other hand, if η is too large (>10), the rocking mode 

dominates the performance, resulting in a directional sensitivity close to zero at 

relatively large sound incident angles.  For the fly ear, the natural ratio is found to be 

medium (η=4), which ensures an appropriate combination of the rocking and 
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bending modes.  A medium valued natural ratio is expected to help realize 

appropriate use of both the rocking and bending modes, and thus, effectively facilitate 

the amplification of both the directional cues and directional sensitivity. 

 Since only one phase difference can be obtained with a two-membrane device, 

in order to achieve sound source localization in multiple dimensions, new system 

configurations that are capable of acquiring multiple phase differences will be studied 

in this work.  In the next section, bio-inspired sound localization configurations with 

three or four mechanically coupled membranes will be described, and a reduced-order 

model will be developed for each configuration. Based on these reduced-order 

models, the governing equations will be obtained, which will then be used to derive 

analytical solutions of natural frequencies, mode shapes, and directional cues.  Note 

that the analysis of the two-membrane system can provide the basis for understanding 

the three and four membrane configurations. 

2.3 Sensor Design with Three Coupled Membranes 

2.3.1 Introduction 
 
 Based on the knowledge gained from the two-membrane system, a third 

diaphragm is incorporated into the design.  By comparing the response differences 

from multiple diaphragm pairs, a sensor with a three-membrane configuration can be 

used to localize a sound source in two dimensions.  However, with three coupled 

membranes, there is a wide variety of configurations which can be considered in the 

design process.  For example, the three membranes can be aligned in an equilateral, 

isosceles, scalene, acute, right, or obtuse configuration.  Other configurations are also 
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possible, including partial coupling structures, in which two of the three membranes 

remain uncoupled.   

 Here, only a few designs were selected for further study.  For symmetry and 

simplicity, the equilateral triangle was selected as the first option to consider.  

Another three membrane configuration was deemed worthy of further study is an 

isosceles system, which mimics the coupling mechanism of the fly ear and utilizes 

two pairs of coupled membranes.  

2.3.2 Reduced-order model of the equilateral triangle configuration 
 
 For a sensor device with the equilateral triangle configuration, similar to the 

two membrane system, each membrane is modeled as a mass-spring-damper 

subsystem, and each coupling beam is modeled as an interconnecting torsion spring 

and damper subsystem.     

 An illustration of the reduced-order model is shown in Figure 2-3.  In this 

model, each of the membranes is represented by a mass (m), a spring (k), and a 

damper (c), which can oscillate due to an incident sound wave.  Each of the coupling 

beams is considered as a subsystem consisting of a torsion spring (kp) and a damper 

(cp).  Based on this model, the governing equations of motion can be obtained.  In 

Figure 6, the geometric definitions of the angles of incidence are illustrated.  The 

angle θ represents the azimuth angle, which circumscribes the device, originating 

from the first membrane.  The elevation angle, represented by φ, is the incident angle 

which is out of plane with the device and starts (φ = 0°) perpendicular to the center of 

the membranes.  These definitions of the incident angles will be used throughout this 

thesis. 
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                               (2.14) 
 
where a is the area of the membrane, p0  is the initial pressure, ω is the excitation 

frequency, d is the separation distance between the membrane’s center and the center 

of the device, and v is the sound speed. The independent variables of θ and φ refer to 

the azimuth angle and the elevation angle, respectively.  

 In the case of free vibration, the mode shapes and natural frequencies of the 

system are found to be: 

                                             (2.15) 
 

                                     (2.16) 
 
 Although there are three natural frequencies, since two of them are the same, 

only two mode shapes are present.  The first two natural frequencies correspond to 

the rocking mode of the device, in which one membrane will oscillate 180º out of 

phase with respect to the other two membranes. The third natural frequency 

corresponds to the bending mode of the device in which all three membranes will 

oscillate in phase.  Based on the natural frequencies, it is apparent to see that the 

maximum natural frequency ratio η (η =ω3/ω1), of this design is two.  Due to this 

maximum limitation, the dimensions and material selection of these devices must be 

chosen accordingly to ensure that the maximum natural frequency ratio can be 

achieved. 

 Based on the governing equations, by using modal analysis, the responses of 

the membranes can be obtained as the following: 
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            (2.17) 
where 

                             (2.18) 
�

                       (2.19) 
 
Here, the non-dimensional parameter χ refers to the separation to wavelength ratio 

that is the ratio of the separation distance d between two membranes and the 

wavelength of the sound source.  Ω is the frequency ratio of the excitation frequency 

ω to the first natural frequency of the system ω1,   is the natural frequency ratio 

between the bending mode natural frequency and the rocking mode natural frequency, 

and the ξ, are the damping factors.   

 By taking the ratio of two of the response equations, the transfer functions 

relating the oscillations of membrane pairs can be derived as  

                                     (2.20) 
�

                                   (2.21) 
�

                                    (2.22) 
 

The subscript in the transfer functions refers to which two membranes are 

being compared.  For example, the transfer function H2-1 refers to the transfer 

function of the oscillations between the membranes 2 and 1. These transfer functions 
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can then be used to determine directional cues in terms of the mIPD.  The mIPD can 

be found as 

                                                  (2.23) 
 

                                               ( 2.24) 
�

                                                 (2.25) 
 

By comparing the phase differences obtained from multiple membrane pairs, the 

location of the sound source can be determined in two dimensions. 

2.3.4 Numerical simulations of the equilateral triangle configuration 
 

Numerical simulations were carried out to analyze the performance of the 

equilateral triangle configuration. To make the simulation results comparable between 

configurations, parameters were set at some fixed values and then scaled if it is 

needed to meet the physical requirements of a specific system.  The distance d was 

selected as d = 707.25 µm, corresponding to a separation distance of 1225 µm 

between membrane centers.  This distance was selected because it is comparable to 

that of the fly ear and it is also a feasible distance for micro-fabrication.  Note that for 

the equilateral triangle configuration, the maximum achievable natural ratio is 2, 

which can only be achieved when kp >> k.  Considering to the limitations of micro-

fabrication, this ratio was set to be 1.8 in the simulation.  The selected natural 

frequencies are f1 = 10000 Hz, f2 = 10000 Hz, and f3 = 18000 Hz.  Considering a low 

damping case, the damping factors were selected as ξ1 = 0.01, ξ2 = 0.01, and ξ3 = 

0.018.  These selected simulation parameters were kept consistent for the various 

design configurations to be discussed later. 
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approaches the rocking mode natural frequency, there is significant amplification of 

the phase difference.  At 9.5 kHz, just below the rocking mode natural frequency, the 

amplification factor as compared to the uncoupled case reaches 11.39, which implies 

that the performance of this device is comparable to a device which is over 11 times 

its size.  On the other hand, as the excitation frequency approaches the bending mode 

natural frequency, the phase differences approach zero degrees.  This is due to the 

fact that all three membranes oscillate in phase at the bending mode and no phase 

difference can be obtained. 

 Through proper selection of device geometry and materials, desired natural 

frequencies can be obtained, and thus a device based on this configuration can be 

designed to have desirable performance at select frequency ranges.   

2.3.5 Reduced-order model of the right angle, isosceles configuration 
 

Theoretically, using two orthogonally oriented two membrane systems, the 

sound source can be localized in two dimensions.  Based on this idea, a three-

membrane device with a right angle, isosceles configuration is proposed here. A 

reduced-order model of this configuration is illustrated in Figure 2-7.  Similar to the 

previous models, each of the membranes is represented by a mass (m), a spring (k), 

and a damper (c), which can oscillate due to the pressure gradient of an incident 

sound source.  Each of the coupling beams is considered as subsystem consisting of a 

torsion spring (kp) and a damper (cp).  In essence, this configuration represents two 

orthogonally oriented two-membrane devices that share a common membrane.   
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Figure 2-7. Reduced-order model of the right angle, isosceles configuration. 
 
Such a system offers the advantage of reducing the complexity of sensing 

components that are required to detect the deflections of the membranes. 

2.3.6 Analytical solution for the right, isosceles configuration 
 
 The governing equations for the right, isosceles configuration can be derived 

as  

                                         (2.26) 
where 

                                                       (2.27) 
 

                                        (2.28) 
 

and                                    (2.29) 
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 The excitation force vector can be written as 

                                (2.30) 
 
where a is the area of the membrane, p0  is the initial pressure, ω is the excitation 

frequency, d is the separation distance between the membrane’s center and the center 

of the device, and v is the sound speed. The independent variables of θ and φ refer to 

the azimuth angle and the elevation angle, respectively.  Note that the force vector 

acting on this system is obtained to account for the locations of the membranes 

relative to the center point of the device, equidistant from each membrane center.   

By using a similar analysis, the mode shapes and natural frequencies of the 

system can be obtained as the following: 

                            (2.31) 
 

                           (2.32) 
 

The first mode appears to be a rocking mode in which one membrane will 

oscillate 180º out of phase with the other two.  However, at the natural frequency 

corresponding to this mode, the amplitudes of the oscillations of the two membranes 

are uneven. The mode shape results also indicate a rocking mode at the second 

natural frequency and a bending mode at the third natural frequency, both of which 

are similar to those obtained from the equilateral configuration.  Based on these 

natural frequencies, a maximum resonant frequency ratio of 2.4 can be achieved when 

kp >> k, which is slightly higher that that obtainable from the equilateral 

configuration, rendering better the amplification of the mIPDs.  
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Through manipulation of the governing equations, the time response of the 

membranes can be found as: 

                             ( 2.33) 
where 

                                           (2.34) 
 

                                          (2.35) 
 

                                               (2.36) 
 

                    (2.37) 
 

                       (2.38) 
 

                                 (2.39) 
 
and 

                           (2.40) 
�

                   (2.41) 
 
Here, the non-dimensional parameter χ refers to the separation to wavelength ratio.  Ω 

refers to the frequency ratio between the excitation frequency ω and the first natural 

frequency of the system ω1, 1 is the natural ratio between ω2 and ω1, 2 is the 

natural ratio between ω3 and ω1, ξ are the damping factors, 1 is the ratio between ξ2 

and ξ1, and 2 is the ratio between ξ2 and ξ1.   
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 By taking the ratio of two of the response equations, the transfer functions 

relating the oscillations of membrane pairs can be derived as 

                                                       (2.42) 
�

                                                        (2.43) 
�

                                                         (2.44) 
 

 These transfer functions can then be used to determine directional cues in 

terms of the mIPDs, which can be written as: 

                                                      (2.45) 
 

                                                      (2.46) 
�

                                                       (2.47) 
 

By comparing the phase differences obtained from multiple membrane pairs, the 

location of the sound source can be determined in two dimensions. 

2.3.7 Simulation results of the right angle, isosceles configuration 
 
 In order to keep the simulations comparable to the previous configuration, the 

distance d was chosen as d = 707.25 µm, corresponding to a separation distance of 

1000 µm between membrane centers.  The selected natural frequencies are f1 = 8311 

Hz, f2 = 10000 Hz, and f3 = 16741 Hz.  Considering low damping, the damping 

factors were selected as ξ1 = 0.01, ξ2 = 0.012, and ξ3 = 0.02.  In Figure 2-8, the phase 

difference is obtained as a function of azimuth angle θ at elevation angle φ = 90º and 

excitation frequency of 2 kHz.  As can be seen in this figure, the amplification factor, 

derived by dividing the coupled case by the uncoupled case, reaches as high as 9.3, 
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To understand the performance in terms of the frequency response of mIPD,  

phase difference versus excitation frequency is plotted in Figure 2-10,  at the incident 

angles of θ = 30º and φ = 90º, for the same design parameters. 

 As seen in Figure 2-10, this configuration can provide significant 

amplification of the phase differences at a very limited frequency range.  The 

fluctuation of positive and negative phase differences in certain frequency regions 

may hinder the device performance in those frequency regions.  Therefore, if the 

sound source frequency is known, a sensor device utilizing this configuration can be 

designed to significantly amplify the phase difference and directional sensitivity. 

However, the device may have a very limited operational frequency range.  

2.4 Sensor Design with Four Coupled Membranes 

2.4.1 Introduction 
 
 Extending further upon the knowledge gained from the two membrane 

system, a four membrane system is expected to be more than capable of localizing the 

sound source in multiple dimensions since more phase difference information can be 

obtained from such a system.  This additional information may help improve the 

accuracy and efficiency of the sound source localization.  A better efficiency (i.e, 

faster localization) can be helpful for localizing a target moving at a high speed.  

However, the drawbacks of this design include increased sensor size, more sensing 

components required for signal detection, higher cost, and higher complexity.  The 

analysis performed in the subsequent sections of this chapter will be used to 

characterize the performance of this system.   
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 Similar to the three membrane system, there are a number of design 

configurations to consider for the four membrane device.  However, for symmetry 

and simplicity, the square configuration was selected for further study.  This system 

configuration will be used to study the feasibility of a four membrane device. 

2.4.2 Reduced-order model of the square configuration 
 

The reduced-order model of the square configuration is illustrated in Figure 2-

11.  In this model, each of the membranes is represented by a mass (m), a spring (k), 

and a damper (c), which can oscillate due to an incident sound wave.  Each of the 

coupling beams is considered as a subsystem consisting of a torsion spring (kp) and a 

damper (cp).  

 

Figure 2-11. Reduced-order model of the square configuration. 
 

2.4.3 Analytical solution for the square configuration 
 
 From the mass-spring-damper system, the underlying governing equation is 
derived as: 
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                                       (2.48) 
where 

                                                   (2.49) 
 

                             (2.50) 
 

and                        (2.51) 
 

 The acting force vector is written as 

                             (2.52) 
 
where a is the area of the membrane, p0  is the initial pressure, ω is the excitation 

frequency, d is the separation distance between the membrane’s center and the center 

of the device, and v is the sound speed. The independent variables of θ and φ refer to 

the azimuth angle and the elevation angle, respectively.  

 In the case of free vibration, the mode shapes and natural frequencies of the 

system are: 

                          (2.53) 
 

                    (2.54) 
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The mode shapes indicate that there is a bending mode at the fourth natural 

frequency, in which all four of the membranes will oscillate in phase.  The second 

and third natural frequencies indicate a rocking mode, in which two of the 

nonadjacent membranes will oscillate 180º out of phase with each other. The first 

mode shape is unique in that each adjacent membrane will oscillate 180º with each 

other. One possible benefit of these three distinct rocking mode natural frequencies is 

the greater potential of varying the natural frequency ratios.  This may prove useful in 

improving the phase differences and directional sensitivity of the system.   

 Through manipulation of the governing equations, the time response 

describing the translation of the membranes is derived, which can be written as: 

                           (2.55) 
where 

                                        (2.56) 
 

                                         (2.57) 
 

                                                        (2.58) 
 

                                                     (2.59) 
 

                             (2.60) 
 

and 

                         (2.61) 
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                            (2.62) 
 
Here, the non-dimensional parameter χ refers to the separation to wavelength ratio 

which is the ratio of the separation distance d between microphones and the 

wavelength of the excitation frequency.  Ω refers to the frequency ratio between the 

excitation frequency ω and the first natural frequency of the system ω1, 1 is the 

natural ratio between ω2 and ω1, 2 is the natural ratio between ω4 and ω1, ξ are the 

damping factors, 1 is the ratio between ξ2 and ξ1, and 2 is the ratio between ξ4 and ξ1.   

 Taking the ratio of two of the responses of the membranes, the transfer 

functions relating the oscillations of microphone pairs are derived as:  

                                                       (2.63) 
�

                                                     (2.64) 
�

                                                  (2.65) 
 

 Utilizing the transfer functions, the mIPDs of the four membrane system are 

derived as: 

                                                      (2.66) 
 

                                                      (2.67) 
�

                                                       (2.68) 
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 Unlike the previous phase difference versus θ plots, where all of the 

membranes where compared against the first membrane, this plot compares two 

adjacent membranes, which is useful in analyzing the results.  Note that at θ = 45° 

and θ = 225°, it is found that mIPD2-1 = mIPD4-3 = 0º.  While at θ = 135° and θ = 

315°, it can be seen that mIPD3-2 = mIPD1-4 = 0°.  These results are as expected, 

which validates that the simulation results are indeed correct.  The amplification 

factor achieved for the phase difference and directional sensitivity is little less than 2.    

In Figure 2-13, the phase difference is plotted as a function of the elevation angle φ. 

Similar to the three membrane device, as expected, at φ = 0º, there is a zero 

phase difference between the membrane pairs, and at φ = 90º, the maximum phase 

differences are obtained.  Compared with that obtained in a three membrane 

configuration, a lower amplification of the phase differences is apparent.  At an 

excitation frequency of 2 kHz, the amplification factor only reaches 1.86.  Therefore, 

there is a tradeoff between the amplification of the phase difference and the additional 

phase difference information.  

In Figure 2-14, the phase difference versus excitation frequency is plotted, 

which can be used to explain how the amplification factor will change at different 

operational frequencies. 

 Similar to the equilateral triangle three-membrane configuration, there is a 

significant amplification of the phase difference in the vicinity of the second and third 

natural frequencies and no amplification at the fourth natural frequency.  These 

natural frequencies correspond can be adjusted to obtain desired amplification of the 

phase difference.  In the vicinity of the first natural frequency, only slight 
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amplification of the phase difference can be achieved.  The overall trends show that 

this amplification obtained from the four membrane system would be less than that is 

achievable by using the three membrane systems.   

2.5 Summary of Designs 
 

In this chapter, a wide variety of design considerations were discussed.  The 

analysis of the two membrane system provided a basis for the study of the other 

systems.  In the two membrane system, an incoming sound pressure causes oscillatory 

movement of the two membranes.  Due to the mechanical coupling of the two 

membranes, the phase difference between the oscillations of the two membranes will 

be amplified.  Since only one phase difference is obtained, it is impossible to realize 

multi-dimensional sound source localization with such a system.  To accomplish the 

task of multi-dimensional sound source localization, the designs incorporating three 

or four coupled membranes were developed.   

In the study of the three membrane and four membrane designs, it was found 

that each design had its own distinct advantages and disadvantages.  The equilateral 

triangle configuration has a definitive advantage in uniform directionality, while the 

right angle, isosceles configuration has the advantage of large amplification of the 

directional cues along very select operational frequency range.  The four membrane 

system is capable of obtaining more phase difference information, which may lead to 

higher accuracy of the localization results.   

Unfortunately, there are also inherent limitations in each design.  The 

equilateral triangle system has a limited maximum amplification of the directional 

cues and directional sensitivity, while the right angle, isosceles device is impaired by 
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its non-uniform directionality and limited operational frequency range.  Lastly, the 

four membrane device can realize even less amplification of the phase differences, as 

compared to the equilateral triangle system.  In addition, adding an additional 

membrane can increase the sensor size and complexity of the sensing components, 

which will lead to increased cost, power consumption, and weight of the system.   

In this thesis, the three membrane equilateral triangle system was selected for further 

investigation due to its simplicity, uniform directionality, sufficient amplification of 

the phase differences, and broad usable frequency range.     
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3 Parametric Study of the Design Parameters 

3.1 Introduction 
 
 A parametric study is presented to understand the effects of varying design 

parameters on the system performance, in terms of phase differences and directional 

sensitivity.  Directional sensitivity is defined as the change in phase difference with 

respect to a change in the incident angle.  The goal of this study is to obtain 

appropriate design parameters so that both system performance parameters can be 

maximized.  Improving the amplification of the phase differences would infer that the 

device can localize a sound source with a similar performance to that of a larger scale 

uncoupled device.  Maximizing directional sensitivity improves the sensors accuracy 

and resolution in sound source localization estimates. 

The non-dimensional parameters being studied are natural frequency ratio (η), 

damping ratio (γ), and separation-to-wavelength ratio (χ).  The following parametric 

study is meant to understand the effects of varying each of these dimensionless design 

parameters. 

3.2 Effects of Natural Frequency Ratio 
 
 The natural frequency ratio is defined as the ratio between the bending and 

rocking mode natural frequencies of the system, η = ω3/ω1.  Through expansion of the 

natural frequency ratio to η = ω3/ω1 =  where 

χk = kp/k is the stiffness ratio, it may be observed that the natural frequency ratio may 

be adjust by altering the stiffness of the coupling beams relative to the membrane’s 

stiffness.  Based on the equation describing the natural frequency ratio, the maximum 
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Although a natural frequency ratio of 2 is infeasible due to material and 

manufacturing limitations, a larger natural frequency ratio would improve the system 

responses in terms of phase difference.  This can be achieved by altering the stiffness 

ratio to create a much stiffer coupling beam relative to the membrane. 

Directional sensitivity is also considered at similar natural frequency ratios.  In 

Figures 3-4, directional sensitivity, dmIPD/dθ, versus θ at a select angle of φ = 90º 

and excitation frequency of 7 kHz is presented for different natural frequency ratios.  

In Figure 3-5, the directional sensitivity, dmIPD/dφ, versus φ is plotted at θ = 30° an 

excitation frequency of 7 kHz.  In Figures 3-6, directional sensitivity, dmIPD/dθ, 

versus excitation frequency at a select angle of φ = 90º and θ = 90º is shown.  In 

Figure 3-7, the directional sensitivity, dmIPD/dφ, versus excitation frequency at φ = 

20º and θ = 30º is presented. 

The results of directional sensitivity at various natural frequency ratios 

suggest that a higher natural frequency ratio will induce better performance of the 

device in terms of directional sensitivity.  The results also suggest that the 

amplification will increase as the excitation frequency approaches the first natural 

frequency of the system.  Ultimately, these results conclude that the directional 

sensitivity is greatly amplified across the entire region of θ and φ, for the larger 

natural frequency ratio of 2.  Since both system responses have a favorable outcome 

to an increased natural frequency ratio, the system should be designed to have a 

maximum stiffness ratio between the coupling beams and the membranes. 
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3.3 Effects of Damping Factor Ratio and Damping Factors 
 

 The damping factor ratio is defined as  = ξ3/ξ1 =  

.  The system was set at a low damping 

factor of ξ1 = .1 in each of the following cases.  In this study the damping factor ratio 

is varied from 4/7, 1, to 16/7 based on the minimum and maximum limitations of the 

damping factor ratio equation.  In Figure 3-8, the comparison of phase difference 

versus θ at a select angle of φ = 90º and excitation frequency = 7 kHz is presented.  

Figure 3-9 plots phase difference versus  at θ = 30° and an excitation frequency of 7 

kHz.  In Figure 3-10, phase difference versus excitation frequency is plotted at φ = 

90º and θ = 30°.  

In Figures 3-11 and 3-12, a comparison of directional sensitivity versus θ and 

φ respectively at the same design parameters is presented.  In Figures 3-13, 

directional sensitivity, dmIPD/dθ, versus excitation frequency at a select angle of φ = 

90º and θ = 90º is presented.  In Figure 3-14, the directional sensitivity, dmIPD/dφ, 

versus excitation frequency at φ = 20º and θ = 30º is shown.  These results show a 

slight advantage for the higher damping factor ratio of 16/7, however the 

amplification of the phase differences and directional sensitivity is quite insignificant.  

Increasing the damping factor ratio improves the amplification of the system 

responses, however this is not a pertinent design consideration.   
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at a select angle of φ = 90º and excitation frequency of 7 kHz is compared for 

different separation-to-wavelength ratios.  In Figure 3-23, a similar comparison of 

separation-to-wavelength ratios is presented for phase difference versus φ at θ = 30° 

and an excitation frequency of 7 kHz.  In Figure 3-24, phase difference versus 

excitation frequency at φ = 90º and θ = 30° is plotted for different separation-to-

wavelength ratios. 

These results suggest that a larger separation-to-wavelength ratio will induce 

greater performance in terms of phase difference across the entire region of θ, φ, and 

excitation frequency.  In Figure 3-25, a comparison of directional sensitivity versus θ 

at a select angle of φ = 90º and excitation frequency of 7 kHz is presented.  In Figure 

3-26, similar separation-to-wavelength ratios are compared for directional sensitivity 

versus φ at θ = 30° and an excitation frequency of 7 kHz.  In Figures 3-27, directional 

sensitivity, dmIPD/dθ, versus excitation frequency at a select angle of φ = 90º and θ = 

90º is shown.  In Figure 3-28, the directional sensitivity, dmIPD/dφ, versus excitation 

frequency at φ = 20º and θ = 30º is presented.   

For the results presented in Figures 3-22 to 3-28, the device size changes for 

both the coupled and uncoupled cases.  Since both are changing simultaneously, it is 

quite difficult to accurately compare the effects of varying this design parameter.  To 

simplify the information being presented, an amplification factor is defined, which is 

the ratio of the response differences between the coupled and uncoupled devices of 

similar separation-to-wavelength ratio.  In Figure 3-29, a comparison of amplification 

factor of phase difference versus θ at a select angle of φ = 90º and excitation 

frequency of 7 kHz is shown. 
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induce similar results.  Best performance gain due to the coupling may arise from a 

small device with a large first natural frequency. 

3.5 Summary 
 
 In this chapter, parametric studies were carried out to fully comprehend the 

effects of four dimensionless design parameters on the system performance.  The 

study of natural frequency ratio suggests that increasing the natural frequency ratio 

increases the amplification of the phase differences and the directional sensitivity.  To 

produce a high natural frequency ratio the coupling beam should be designed for a 

much greater stiffness than the corresponding membranes. 

 The study into the effects of the damping factor ratio suggests that a greater 

damping factor ratio would be relatively beneficial to the system performance.  

However, such effects are not significant.  More importantly, varying the individual 

damping factors of the system can induce a greater effect on the system performance.  

Low damping factors can help improve the amplification factor of both phase 

difference and directional sensitivity, but limit the operational frequency range of the 

system.  While high damping factors produce less amplification of the phase 

difference and directional sensitivity, but they can help improve the frequency range 

for which the system can operate. 

 The study into the effects separation-to-wavelength ratio suggests how the 

system performance will be affected by alterations of the device size and first natural 

frequency.  These results show that as the device size is increased, the phase 

differences and directional sensitivity are also increased.  However, an increased 

device size reduces the relative advantage of the coupled system over the uncoupled 
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system.  This study is useful in finding the common ground between useful levels of 

performance metrics and adequate amplification of the metrics.  In device design, the 

device size can first be selected and then the first natural frequency of the system can 

be adjusted until the desired system performance is obtained.   

 In conclusion, the results from the parametric studies can be used as a guide to 

further the development of bio-inspired sound localization sensors.  The knowledge 

gained from these studies is applied during the design for fabrication process to 

obtain sound sensor devices with more desirable performance. 
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4 Development of Sensor Device and Sensor Signal 
Detection System 

4.1 Introduction 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, a three-membrane equilateral triangle 

configuration has been selected for further investigation.  In this Chapter, 

development of a sensor device with such a configuration will be discussed. The 

sensor is fabricated by using micro-electro-mechanical system (MEM) methods.  

Furthermore, a fiber-optic interferrometric sensing system will be described, which is 

used to detect the sound induced membrane deflections.  This system makes use of a 

Fabry-Perot interferometer which is formed between the backside of the diaphragms 

and the end-face of the optical fibers.  The Fabry-Perot interferrometric sensing 

technique provides an approach for accurate detection of the membrane deflections 

yet does not impact the structure dynamics of the membranes or coupling beams.  

4.2 Development of the Sensor Device 
 

The sensor device includes two bonded layers.  The first layer of the device, 

known as the sensing head component, consists of the three membranes, the coupling 

beams, and the respective anchors and pivots.  The second layer, known as the optical 

fiber guide, provides alignment holes that are used to guide and secure the optical 

fibers at the appropriate distance relative to the back side of the membranes.  These 

two layers are later aligned with each other and bonded using a thermal adhesive.  

Once aligned and bonded, the optical fibers are then inserted and secured at the select 

operating distance using an ultraviolet curable epoxy.  The schematic of a fully 

assembled sensor device is shown in Figure 4-1. 
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4.2.3 Assembling optical fibers to sensor device 
 

To detect the minute deflections of the membranes, fiber optic Fabry-Perot 

interferometers are used, which are constructed between the end faces of optical 

fibers and the membranes of the sensor.  To obtain these interferometers, the 

alignment of optical fibers to the backside of the membranes and bonding them at a 

fixed distance is necessary.   

In the alignment process, a selected device is first secured to the specialized 

mount via a piece of double-sided tape.  This mount allows for access to the backside 

of the sensor device, so that the optical fibers can be aligned and secured.  The 

double-sided tape provides a strong, yet temporary attachment of the device to the 

mount, which can be removed when the assembly process is finished.  A fiber holder 

is used for positioning the optical fiber.  Two three-axis translational stages are used 

to provide sufficient flexibility and accuracy for aligning the optical fibers with the 

through holes on the fiber guide. An image of a device on the mount during the 

assembly process is shown in Figure 4-6.   

A cleaved optical fiber is then inserted into the fiber holder and secured with 

the tape.  The other end of the fiber is connected to an optical detection system, which 

detects the exact position of the fiber end face relative to the sensor membrane so that 

appropriate positioning of the fiber can be achieved.  The optical detection system is 

depicted in Figure 4-7.   In this system, broadband light source is produced by the 

optical sensing interrogator, sm130 by Micron Optics, is delivered via a 2  1 coupler 

to the backside of the sensor.  The reflected light from the sensor device is then 

recorded by using the optical sensing interrogator. 
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Figure 4-6. Picture of a device during the assembly process in which the optical fibers are 
inserted and bonded to the system. 

 

 

Figure 4-7. Schematic view of the optical detection system used for fiber alignment. 
 

This optical system measures the optical spectrum which is used to accurately 

determine the cavity length between the fiber end face and the backside of the 

membrane.  With this system, the optical fibers can be positioned to obtain the exact 
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4.3 Fiber Optic Detection System 
 

In order to detect the minute deflections of the membranes, many different 

displacement detection techniques can be used, which primarily include optical or 

electrical techniques. 

 An electrical detection system can be based on capacitive, piezoelectric, or 

piezoresistive techniques.  A traditional capacitive system utilizes the change in 

distance between two capacitive plates: one being the membrane of the device and the 

other being a stationary plate directly behind the membrane.  As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, a comb finger system that uses capacitive fingers protruding around the 

circumference of the membranes can also be used to detect membrane deflections.  

However, a major drawback of the capacitive techniques is that the motion of the 

membranes is inherently resisted. In addition, squeeze film damping needs to be 

addressed in such a system.  This may be detrimental to obtaining accurate membrane 

deflections and phase differences between them. 

 Another electrical technique is using a piezoelectric or piezoresistive sensing 

technique.  In these systems, a piezoelectric or piezoresistive material is embedded 

into the membranes, and will deform as the membranes deflect.  This deformation can 

be directly related to a change in electric potential or resistance.  However, since the 

piezoelectric or piezoresistive material is embedded directly into the membranes of 

the system, the dynamical characteristics of the membrane will be altered, which will 

affect the performance of the sensor device.  
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I0 is the dc component of the intensity.  The variables Φs and Φr are the optical phase 

of the sensing and reference interferometers, and V is the visibility, which is 

determined by the maximum and minimum values of intensity.   

In this system, the sensing interferometer is formed between the optical fiber 

end face and the back side of a membrane.  The reference interferometer is 

accomplished by utilizing a Fabry-Perot tunable filter, which can be adjusted to 

match the cavity length of the sensing interferometer.  This adjustment allows for 

obtaining a differential cavity length that is much shorter than the coherence length of 

the light source, and thus, a good visibility of interference can be realized.  In this low 

coherence fiber optic interferometric system, the differential change in optical path 

length between the sensing and reference interferometers is detected.  In order to 

detect the optical path difference in this system, the cavity length of the sensing 

interferometer, Ls, should be greater than the coherence length, Lc, of the light source 

and must satisfy the following equation: 

                                               (4.3) 
 
If these conditions are satisfied, the measured light intensity can be approximated as: 

                                           (4.4) 
 
By measuring the differential optical phase change, this system produces a high 

signal-to-noise ratio, low drift, and allows for a large bandwidth.   
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5 Experimental Study of the Bio-inspired Sound 
Localization Sensor System.  

5.1 Introduction 
 
 To characterize the sensor system performance and validate the theoretical 

analysis of the sound localization sensor, experimental study of the sensor system is 

carried out.  Two types of experimental characterization will be described in this 

chapter.  One is conducted by using a scanning laser vibrometer to measure the 

natural frequencies and mode shapes of the devices.  This device characterization can 

help validate the presence of both the rocking and bending modes, and obtain the 

natural frequencies and the resonant frequency ratio of the system, which will be 

useful in validating the analytical solutions.  The second type of characterization is 

carried out by using the optical sensing system described in Chapter 4, which can 

help understand the performance of the device with respect to sound incident angles 

and at different excitation frequencies.  The results from these studies will also be 

discussed.  

5.2 Experimental Study of Dynamical Behavior of the Sensor Devices 
with Scanning Laser Vibrometer 
 
 A scanning laser vibrometer is used characterized the vibrational modes of the 

sensor devices before and after the optical fibers are assembled.  The preliminary 

testing prevents the assembly of undesirable devices, while the secondary testing 

validates the performance of the fabricated devices.  The observed natural frequencies 

may shift during the assembly process, and thus the secondary testing can help ensure 
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Figure 5-2. Image of a device being scanned by the scanning vibrometer. 
 

Node points are then defined on the sample for scanning, and the laser is 

calibrated with the surface of the device.  Options are selected such that the system 

will scan each node point three times and take an average.  Upon a complete scan 

through all of the defined node points, the results are analyzed by using the software 

provided by Polytec.  The scanning process is repeated once the devices are fully 

assembled.  The secondary scan ensures the presence of both rocking and bending 

modes and characterizes the device performance in terms of the natural frequency 

ratio.  Figure 5-3 shows a device being rescanned after the assembly process. 

 

Figure 5-3. A device being rescanned after being assembled with the optical fibers. 
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Figure 5-6. Image of the mounting system used to test the device at the full range of incident 
azimuth and elevation angles. 

 
This mount is arranged so that the sensor is located along the central axis of two 

perpendicular rotational stages.  This allows for directly adjusting the azimuth and 

elevation angles of the incident sound source.  Figure 5-6 provides an image of the 

mount which incorporates both rotational stages.   

The bottom motorized rotational stage (URS75BPP, Newport) is used to 

accurately move the sensor device relative to the elevation angle.  This stage is 

controlled via a Universal Motion Controller (Model ESP300, Newport).  A 

LabVIEW program is used to rotate the stage, facilitating the sweeping of the sensor 

device through all of the tested elevation angles.  The same LabVIEW program is 

used to produce sound at a select excitation frequency through a speaker (AMT-1 

Tweeter, ESS Heil).  This speaker is placed a predetermined distance in front of the 

sensor, such that the mount can cover all of the incident angles relative to the speaker.  

An audio receiver (STR-DH100, Sony) is used to amplify the sound produced by the 

speaker.  The experimental setup with the mount and the speaker is shown in Figure 

5-7. 
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membrane via a 2x1 coupler.  The cavity formed between the optical fiber end face 

and the membrane acts as a sensing Fabry-Perot interferometer.  Three tunable Fabry-

Perot filters (FFP-TF2, Micron Optics) are used as reference interferometers.  The 

reference tunable filters can help reduce the effects of noise and miss-calibration.  

The reflected light is measured using three InGaAs photodectors (Model 2011, New 

Focus).  The electrical output from the photodetectors is monitored in real time 

through an oscilloscope (Tektronix 2225, Agilent).  The output signals are also 

recorded by using a data acquisition card (NI-USB-6259, National Instruments) for 

further processing.  A laptop computer is used to save the data and control the entire 

experimental process through the LabVIEW program.   

In the experimental preparation stage, the cavity lengths of the reference 

Fabry-Perot tunable filters are first adjusted to match those of the sensor 

interferometers.  Next, the misalignment of the sensor relative to the speaker location 

is adjusted.  Finally, a sample test run is conducted to ensure that the LabVIEW 

program is working properly.   

In the experiment, an incident azimuth angle is first selected and the 

automated testing begins.  The signal response from the membranes is sampled at a 

sampling frequency of 300 kHz, and the voltage data is recorded for all three 

membranes.  This data is processed and analyzed by using MATLAB software, which 

are also compared with the simulation data.  The sensor device is moved to obtain 

sweeping of the incident elevation angles at a varying increment of 5° to 10° (an 

increment of 5° is used between φ = 30º to φ = 0º to obtain enough data for better 

characterization of the quasi-linear region of the device).  The device performance 
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The experimental results again compare well to the simulation results. 

 One noticeable trend in Figures 5-9 and 5-10 is that the experimental data 

appears to match the simulation results better along the linear regions of the phase 

difference versus θ curves, rather than at the peak values of the phase differences.  

This suggests that performing sound source localization across the linear regions of 

the curve may produce more accurate localization estimates.   

5.6 Phase Difference versus Elevation Angle 
 
 The phase difference versus the elevation angle at an excitation frequency of 2 

kHz is shown Figure 5-11. As expected, a maximum phase difference is obtained at φ 

= 90°, and zero relative phase difference at φ = 0°.  The experimental results match 

well with the simulation data. 

An amplification factor of about 2.7 is apparent in these results across the 

entire range of the elevation angles.  A better correlation of the experimental results 

to simulation data can be observed along the linear regions of the curves, i.e. from φ 

=0º to φ =60º.   These results suggest that the sensor will be more accurate when it is 

used for localizing the sound source at or below an elevation angle of 40°. 

In Figure 5-12, the phase difference versus elevation angle is obtained at a 

higher excitation frequency of 6 kHz for a fixed azimuth angle of 150°.  These results 

confirm that the amplification factor increases as the excitation frequency approaches 

the rocking mode natural frequency of the device, roughly from 2.7 to 2.9.  However, 

there still appears to be the same adverse effect that as the excitation frequency 

approaches the first natural frequency, the discrepancy of the experimental results 

from simulation data increases. 
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At the bending mode (25.1 kHz), all three membranes will oscillate in phase and the 

obtained relative phase difference is zero. 

Overall, the simulation data correspond well with the experimental results.  

However, there does appear to be a larger discrepancy between the experimental and 

simulated results at a frequency range around the rocking mode.  These results 

suggest that the sensor device can be used to accurately locate a sound source 

between the excitation frequencies of 1 to 12 kHz.  

5.8 Summary 
 

In the chapter, experimental study of the sound localization sensor system is 

carried out.  First, a scanning laser vibrometer was used to study the dynamical 

behavior of the fabricated sensor devices and identify the rocking and bending modes 

of the devices.  Further, a fiber optic interferometric detection system was developed 

and used in characterization of the sensor performance in terms of phase differences 

at a range of incident angles and excitation frequencies.  Overall, the experimental 

results show significant amplification of the phase differences when compared to an 

uncoupled microphone array of a similar size and layout. The results also show that 

the amplification of phase differences increases as the excitation frequency 

approaches the rocking mode natural frequency of the device and the working 

frequency of the sensor can be selected over a broad range of frequencies.  

A good correlation between the simulation and experimental results were 

observed, which indicates that the simulation results are useful for the development of 

a sound source localization scheme.  The linear regions with less comparable error 

should be ideal for accurately locating the sound source in two dimensions.  The 
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amplification achieved from the experimental results indicates that these devices 

should have a comparable performance to an uncoupled microphone array of three to 

four times its size.  These experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of 

applying the mechanical coupling mechanism in the equilateral triangle design, and 

validate the analytical model developed in Chapter 2.  
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6 Localization Scheme 

6.1 Introduction 
 
 The experimental results confirmed that the sensor could differentiate between 

changes in the azimuth and elevation angles.  This information implies that the sensor 

is capable for two-dimensional sound source localization.  To best use the fly-ear 

inspired sound localization sensor, two different localization schemes are developed 

for robotic sound source localization.  The first scheme is based on a mapping 

technique, in which the obtained experimental results are compared to a theoretical 

map of the expected phase differences.  This technique is quite accurate but requires 

significant processing power to create the simulated map and to compare the 

experimental results.  The second scheme is meant to limit the processing power and 

reduce the time needed for performing localization.  This scheme is labeled as a 

perception based approach, since it utilizes the expected trends to localize the sound 

source through guess work.  In this technique, a simulated map is not necessary, but 

the overall trends of the simulated data are utilized to train the system as to which 

direction to turn.   

6.2 Mapping Technique 
 
 A mapping localization technique utilizes processing of the experimental data 

for obtaining the location of the sound source [17].  By comparing experimentally 

obtained results to the simulation data, a two dimension map of how the device will 

react under different incident angles was produced.  Through use of the theoretical 

map, localization of the sound source in two dimensions can be achieved by using the 

following equation: 
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                 (6.1) 
 

The above equation compares the experimentally obtained phase differences 

to the map of all of the theoretically possible phase difference combinations to find 

the best match where Sol(θ,φ,ω) is at a minimum. At this local minimum of 

Sol(θ,φ,ω), the corresponding azimuth and elevation angles are obtained as the most 

probable location of the incident sound source. 

 To study the performance of this technique, the experimentally obtained 

mIPD data from Device 1 at 2 kHz is used to compare with the theoretical map 

generated based on the simulated results to the obtained experimental results for the 

same device.  Based on Equation (6.1), the estimated sound source localization in 

terms of the azimuth and elevation angles can be obtained.  By comparing these 

estimated sound locations with true values, the errors in determination of both 

azimuth and elevation angles at 2 kHz can be obtained, which is plotted in Figure 6-1. 

 

 

 

  
 

Figure 6-1. Sound localization error using mapping technique: (a) error in determination of the 
azimuth angle and (b) error in the determination of the elevation angle. The experimental data 

obtained with Device 1 at 2 kHz was used.

(a) (b)
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 Figure 6-1 (a) provides a map of the error in the θ estimate for given incident 

angles of θ and φ, while (b) provides a map of the error in the φ estimates.  These 

maps display which regions of θ and φ will have the greatest error in sound source 

localization estimates.  These results confirm a viable working region between φ = 0º 

and 40º and across the entire range of θ.  At these angles there is relatively low error 

in the sound source localization results.  The error in θ at the angle of φ = 0º was 

ignored because if φ = 0º the sound source is directly in front of the device and the 

directional cue of theta is irrelevant.  

 It should be noted that there is some ambiguity in determination of the 

elevation angle; the mapping method fails to discern whether an incident sound is 

coming from in front of or behind the sound sensor.  This is due to the fact that two 

solutions of the elevation angle are possible, φ and 180º - φ.  If the sound localization 

sensor is equipped on a moving platform (such as a maneuverable micro air vehicle), 

multiple iterations of the localization schemes can be performed to overcome the 

ambiguity.  Considering the case of a fixed sound source, the following process can 

be used for unambiguously localizing a source in two dimensions: 

i. Take a measurement of phase differences 

ii. Subtract the zero-offset 

iii. Determine the azimuth and elevation angles based on the mapping technique 

iv. Rotate the sensor in the elevation direction at the measured azimuth angle 

based on the following criteria: 

a. If φ is between 80º-90º, rotate 50º in the elevation direction 

b. If φ is between 40º-80º, rotate 40º in the elevation direction 

c. If φ is between 4º-40º, rotate the full amount of the elevation angle 
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d. If φ is between 0º-4º on the 1st measurement, rotate -20º in the 

elevation direction 

e. If φ is between 0º-4º, stop iterations 

v. Rotate the sensor in the azimuth direction by (260º – θ) 

vi. Repeat steps i-v until φ is less than 4º 

 Depending on the initial location of the incident sound source, this process 

may have to repeat multiple times to get accurate localization results, especially if the 

sound source is located at an elevation angle beyond 90º where ambiguity occurs.  

This localization technique can be revised to reduce the effects of this ambiguity by 

incorporating the following process: 

i. Take a measurement of the phase difference 

ii. Subtract the zero-offset 

iii. Determine the azimuth and elevation angles based on the mapping 

technique 

iv. Rotate the sensor in the elevation direction at the measured azimuth angle 

based on the following criteria: 

a. If φ is between 80º-90º, rotate 50º in the φ direction 

b. If φ is between 40º-80º, rotate 40º in the φ direction 

c. If φ is between 4º-40º, rotate the full amount of elevation angle 

d. If φ is between 0º-4º on the 1st measurement, rotate -20º in the φ 

direction 

e. If φ is between 0º-4º, stop iterations 

v. Rotate the sensor in the theta direction by (260º – θ) 

vi. Repeat steps i-iii 

vii. If the new elevation angle is greater than the previously obtained value 
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a. Rotate 90º in the φ direction at the measured azimuth angle  

b. Rotate the sensor in the azimuth direction by (260º – θ) 

Else 

c. Repeat steps i-v until the measured φ reaches a value smaller than 4º 

  Following this localization technique, a maximum of five iterations will be 

required for accurate sound source localization, even when the sound source is 

originally located behind the sound localization sensor.  In Figure 6-2, a visual 

representation of how this localization technique works is presented and described. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b)

(d)(c) 

φ = 90º 

Figure 6-2. Sound source localization (star marks location of the sound source relative to the 
sensor): (a) original location of the source relative to the sensor, (b) location after first 

iteration, (c) location after the second iteration, (d) final location of the source relative to the 
sensor. 
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 In this example, the source is initially located behind the sensor, where θ = 

156º and φ = 128º. This location lies in a region of high error and in a region which is 

beyond φ = 90º.  Using the mapping technique, the estimated sound source location is 

θ = 153.6º and φ = 89.5º.  Based on these readings, by applying the localization 

technique discussed previously, at the first iteration, the sensor will be moved 106.4º 

in the θ direction and -50º in the φ direction, rendering a sensor location of θ = 262.4º 

and φ = 78º relative to the source, as seen in Figure 6-2 (b). At the second iteration, 

the estimated incident angle values are θ = 263.56º and φ = 88.61º, and the sensor will 

be moved -3.56º in the θ direction and -50º in the φ direction.  In Figure 6-2 (c), the 

sound source is now at θ = 258.84º and φ = 28º, the sensor reads θ = 258.65º and φ = 

29.93º, and the sensor will move 1.35º in the theta direction and -29.93º in the phi 

direction. At the final location, Figure 6-2 (d), the sound source is at θ = 80.19º and φ 

= 1.93º, the sensor reads θ = 159.17º and φ = 3.47º and will stop moving.  By using 

this localization technique with the sound localization sensor, localization of a sound 

source within an accuracy of 2º can be achieved, even though there is large error in 

estimating the initial location of the source. 

6.3 Perception Based Approach 
 
 The perception based approach is quite different from the mapping technique, 

in which no processing of the data is required.  This technique is adapted from a 

random guesswork technique, in which the sensor will be continuously moved 

through all of the incident angles until the phase difference between all three 

membranes is 0º.  This implies that the sensor is pointing directly at or away from the 

sound source.   
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Table 6-2. Iterations of the perception based approach localizing the sound source localization in 
the elevation direction. 

Iteration Azimuth Elevation mIPD21 mIPD31 
(mIPD31-
mIPD21) 

9 6.88 70 -38.733 -38.733 -108.733 

10 6.88 31.267 -15.97 -18.592 -47.237 

11 6.88 15.297 -10.24 -9.772 -25.537 

12 6.88 5.057 -3.397 -4.09 -8.454 

13 6.88 1.66 -1.113 -1.346 -2.773 

14 6.88 0.547 -0.367 -0.444 -0.914 

15 6.88 0.18 -0.121 -0.146 -0.301 

16 6.88 0.059 -0.04 -0.048 -0.099 

17 6.88 0.019 -0.0127 -0.0154 -0.0317 

 
Once at mIPD2-1 = mIPD3-1 the perception based approach is used to localize 

in the elevation direction.  In Figure 6-6, an illustration of localization in the φ 

direction is presented, using the perception based approach. 

After localization in the azimuth direction, the sound source is located at θ = 

6.88º and φ = 70º.  This localization technique will follow the iterations listed in 

Table 6-2 until mIPD2-1 = 0°.  By using this localization technique with the sound 

localization sensor, localization of a sound source within an accuracy of < 2º can be 

achieved. 

6.4 Summary 
 
 Two sound source localization techniques have been discussed in this chapter.  

Both of which are capable of accurately locating the sound source in two dimensions.  

The mapping technique has the advantages of high accuracy and low number of 

iterations.  This technique is also capable of localizing the sound source without 

movement of the sensor (within select regions of the incident angles), which cannot 

be accomplished when utilizing the perception approach.  The main drawback of the 
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mapping technique is that it requires extensive data processing to localize the sound 

source.  At each iteration, the experimentally obtained phase differences have to be 

compared with a simulated map to locate the sound source.  The actual processing 

time required in each iteration of the mapping technique may in fact be more than that 

needed to move the sensor through multiple iterations of the perception based 

approach.  This issue may be addressed by improving the processing power of the 

sensing system, which may add complexity, weight, and cost to the overall system. 

On the other hand, the perception based approach utilizes the expected trends 

of the experimental data to more effectively localize the sound source with the 

minimal amount of iterations.  Overall, this approach may require more iterations 

than the mapping technique, but due to the limited data processing, these iterations 

may be accomplished in a shorter amount of time.  Ultimately, both approaches can 

be used to localize the sound source in two dimensions with a high accuracy.   
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7 Summary and Recommendations for Future Work 

7.1 Summary and Thesis Contributions 
 
 A bio-inspired miniature sound localization sensor is presented in this thesis.  

This sensor is capable of accurate sound localization in two dimensions.  Multiple 

design configurations were considered, and all of these configurations were based on 

the underlying mechanisms utilized by the ear of the parasitoid fly Ormia ochracea.  

Through a preliminary study, a reduced-order model was developed for each design 

configuration, and analytical solutions were derived for understanding the device 

performance.  Results from this thesis work show the promise of the equilateral 

triangle shaped three-membrane system, which was chosen for further study.  In this 

design configuration, there are three clamped circular diaphragms, with each of the 

two adjacent membranes mechanically coupled through a center-supported bridge.   

 A parametric study was conducted to understand the effects of varying the 

various dimensionless design parameters.  This study can help determine how to 

effectively utilize the combination of the rocking and bending modes of the device to 

improve amplification of the phase differences and directional sensitivity.  These 

results were found to be useful in improving the design for fabrication.  The device 

was successfully fabricated by using micro-fabrication techniques with silicon 

material for the diaphragm and alternating layers of silicon oxide and silicon nitride 

for the coupling beam structure. A low-coherence fiber-optic interferometric system 

was developed for detecting the small deflection amplitudes of the three oscillating 

membranes.  A scanning laser vibrometer was used to determine the natural 

frequencies and mode shapes of the device, and these experiments helped to 
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determine the natural frequencies of the rocking mode and bending mode, as well as 

their participation. 

 After fabrication, experimental studies were used to show that the device was 

capable of carrying out two-dimensional sound source localization.  Through 

comparisons of the experimental results with the simulation predictions, a technique 

for attaining the incident azimuth and elevation angles from the directional cues was 

developed.  This technique is demonstrative of the micro-scale sound localization 

sensor’s capability to perform two-dimensional sound source localization.  This work 

also led to the construction of an accurate sound source localization scheme.  Future 

work may help optimize this sound source localization technique, incorporate all of 

the sensing system components on to a single chip, and integrate the entire system on 

to a micro-scale land or air vehicle.  This thesis work can serve as a solid basis for the 

future development of miniature bio-inspired sound sensors capable of multi-

dimensional sound source localization. 

 This research has helped develop a fundamental understanding of a single 

micro-scale sound sensor for two-dimensional sound source localization, which was 

accomplished by adapting the fly-ear inspired coupling mechanism to a three 

membrane system.  This work also shows how the knowledge of the bio-inspired 

system can be extended to meet the needs of a more advanced system.  Although it 

may be possible to conduct two-dimensional sound source localization by using two 

two-membrane sensors oriented orthogonal to each other, the single sensor design 

developed in this thesis work offers the advantage of a small scale design, with the 

benefits of less sensing equipment, and the potential for less power consumption.     
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In summary, the mechanisms underlying the super-acute ear of the parasitoid 

fly Ormia ochracea have been successfully extended to laboratory devices for doing 

two-dimensional sound source localization.  Ultimately, a micro-scale, three-

membrane, sensor design utilizing the bio-inspired mechanical coupling principle has 

been developed and presented in this thesis.  Through the use of appropriately 

selected rocking and bending mode natural frequencies, significant amplification of 

the directional cues and directional sensitivity can be achieved at select operating 

frequencies.  The amplification of the directional cues suggests a device performance 

comparable to that of an uncoupled microphone array of a much larger scale.  

Experimental studies show that the sensors are capable of localizing the sound source 

in two dimensions, including the azimuth and elevation angles.  A localization 

scheme has been developed to minimize the iterations and the time required to 

localize the sound source.  This work can serve as a foundation for the development 

of miniature fly-ear inspired multi-dimensional sound localization devices, which can 

impact many fronts that require acoustic localization in a confined space. 

The original contributions of this thesis work can be summarized as the following: 

 This is the first time that micro-scale fly-ear inspired sensor devices 

employing three or four coupled membranes have been designed. 

 For the first time, the reduced-order models have been developed to achieve a 

fundamental understanding the performance of the three and four membrane 

sensor designs. 
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 For the first time, a micro-scale sensor device incorporating three 

mechanically coupled membranes arranged in an equilateral triangular 

configuration has been successfully developed and studied. 

 For the first time, a bio-inspired two dimensional sound source localization 

has been realized with a micro-scale fly-ear inspired sound localization sensor 

system. 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
 
 Although this research entailed the design, modeling, analysis, fabrication, 

and experimental study of a novel micro-scale sound localization sensor, there is still 

further research to be carried out, before this sensor system can be considered to be 

complete.  Currently, only the sensing portion of this system is on the micro-scale.  In 

order for this system to be fully incorporated into a robot or utilized in the field, the 

entire sensing system must be scaled to integration to a single chip.  This involves 

dealing with the issues of shrinking the components, fabrication and assembly, 

packaging and thermal testing, as well as power consumption issues.  All of these 

issues must be dealt with before integrating the system on to a platform.   

 Once on a platform, additional research must be conducted to fully utilize the 

system and more efficiently localize a sound source.  This involves developing 

control systems, reducing the time for sound source localization, improving the 

accuracy of the system, and fully implementing the design for the desired application.  

This task may become challenging when fully equipping the system for a real world 

environment, where many conditions may be less than ideal.   
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 Ultimately, the progress made in this thesis work is only an initial step 

towards the development and deployment of fully integrated micro-scale sound 

localization sensors.  Future research can be used to adapt the systems for specific 

applications, in which, there are needs for a micro-scale sound localization sensor. 
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Appendix A 
 
Matlab code for simulation results of equilateral triangle configuration: 

close all 
clear all 
clc 
  
phi = [0:5*pi/180:pi]; 
theta = [0:5*pi/180:2*pi];  
r = 1:1:25; 
  
for kr = 1:length(r); 
    for kh = 1:length(phi); 
        for kt = 1:length(theta); 
            d1 = cos(theta(kt))*sin(phi(kh)); 
            d2 = cos(2*pi/3-theta(kt))*sin(phi(kh)); 
            d3 = cos(4*pi/3-theta(kt))*sin(phi(kh)); 
            d = .00070725; 
            w1 = 10000*2*pi; 
            w2 = 18000*2*pi; 
            w = r(kr)*1000*2*pi; 
            v = 344; 
            z1 = .01; 
            z2 = z1*(18/10); 
            n = w2/w1; 
            X = w*d/v; 
            O = w/w1; 
            y = z2/z1; 
             
            R = (1-O^2+2*i*O*z1)/(n^2-O^2+2*i*O*z1*n*y); 
             
            H21 = 
(3*exp(i*X*d2)+(exp(i*X*d1)+exp(i*X*d2)+exp(i*X*d3))*(R-
1))/(3*exp(i*X*d1)+(exp(i*X*d1)+exp(i*X*d2)+exp(i*X*d3))*(R-1)); 
            H31 = 
(3*exp(i*X*d3)+(exp(i*X*d1)+exp(i*X*d2)+exp(i*X*d3))*(R-
1))/(3*exp(i*X*d1)+(exp(i*X*d1)+exp(i*X*d2)+exp(i*X*d3))*(R-1)); 
            uH21 = (exp(i*X*d2))/(exp(i*X*d1)); 
            uH31 = (exp(i*X*d3))/(exp(i*X*d1)); 
             
            phase21(kr,kh,kt,:) = angle(H21)*360/(2*pi); 
            phase31(kr,kh,kt,:) = angle(H31)*360/(2*pi); 
            uphase21(kr,kh,kt,:) = angle(uH21)*360/(2*pi); 
            uphase31(kr,kh,kt,:) = angle(uH31)*360/(2*pi); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
for z = 1:length(w) 
    for ef = [1:1:25] 
        angle = phi*180/pi; 
        angle = angle'; 
        figure(ef) 
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        plot(angle,squeeze(phase21(ef,:,7)), 'b') 
        hold on 
        plot(angle,squeeze(phase31(ef,:,7)), 'r') 
        plot(angle,squeeze(uphase21(ef,:,7)), 'b--') 
        plot(angle,squeeze(uphase31(ef,:,7)), 'r--') 
        xlabel('\phi (degrees)') 
        ylabel('Phase Difference (degrees)') 
        grid off 
    end 
end 
  
for z = 1:length(w) 
    for ef = [1:1:25] 
        angle2 = theta*180/pi; 
        angle2 = angle2'; 
        figure(25+ef) 
        plot(angle2,squeeze(phase21(ef,19,:)), 'b') 
        hold on 
        plot(angle2,squeeze(phase31(ef,19,:)), 'r') 
        plot(angle2,squeeze(uphase21(ef,19,:)), 'b--') 
        plot(angle2,squeeze(uphase31(ef,19,:)), 'r--') 
        xlabel('\theta (degrees)') 
        ylabel('Phase Difference (degrees)') 
        grid off 
    end 
end 
  
ef = [1:1:25]; 
figure(51) 
plot(ef',squeeze(phase21(:,19,2)), 'b') 
hold on 
plot(ef',squeeze(phase31(:,19,2)), 'r') 
plot(ef',squeeze(uphase21(:,19,2)), 'b--') 
plot(ef',squeeze(uphase31(:,19,2)), 'r--') 
xlabel('Excitation Frequency (kHz)') 
ylabel('Phase Difference (degrees)') 
grid off 
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Appendix B 
 
Experimental results for the Device 1:  
 

Figure B-1 plots phase difference versus the azimuth angle at 2 kHz excitation 

frequency for the experimentally obtained results, the comparative simulation results, 

and the uncoupled case for a device of similar size and layout.   

The experimentally obtained results conform well to the simulation data.  The 

amplification factor of this device is above three times that of an uncoupled device of 

similar size and shape, excluding the points where mIPD = 0º.  This amplification 

factor shows the effectiveness of this design, even at an operational frequency well 

below that of the first natural frequency of the system. 

 

Figure 0-1. Experimental results device 1: phase difference versus θ at φ = 50° and excitation 
frequency of 2 kHz 
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Figure 0-2. Experimental results device 1: phase difference versus φ at θ = 270° and excitation 

frequency of 2 kHz 
 

Figure B-2 plots phase difference versus the elevation angle of the first device 

at an excitation frequency of 2 kHz.  These results confirm the expected trends of 

maximum and minimum mIPD at φ = 90° and φ = 0°.  Also the results match well 

between the simulation results and experimental data.  A similar amplification factor 

of slightly above 3 is apparent in these results across the entire region of phase 

difference versus elevation angle.  Better correlation is apparent along the linear 

regions of the curve, from 0º to 40º, as compared to φ above 40º.   These results 

suggest that more accurate sound localization estimates will occur at or below an 

elevation angle of 40°. 

Figure B-3 plots phase difference versus excitation frequency at an azimuth 

angle of 150° and an elevation angle of 50°, to confirm the expected trends. 
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Figure 0-3. Experimental results device 1: phase difference versus excitation frequency at θ = 

150° and φ = 50° 
 

As expected, the amplification factor did increase as the excitation frequency 

approached the rocking mode, and then decreased as it approached the bending mode.  

The simulation data corresponds well with the experimentally obtained results.  

However, there does appear to be a broad frequency range around the rocking mode 

through which there is reduced correlation between the experimental and simulated 

results.  Due to the instability of the rocking mode and the affects of the bending 

mode, the operational frequency range of this device should be between 1-9kHz and 

13-17 kHz. 
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